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Chapter one

Escaping

Once upon a time, a group of dragons were trying to escape from a locked up cave they had grown up in. They had hatched at the same time in the same day. They wanted to get out and see the world. Ashe, the dragon that was there when they hatched, wouldn't let them out though.
Hurricane the skywing was trying to burn the rock bars of the cave with his fire. As he said, "It's no use, rock is unbeatable. Your just wasting fire." Marsh the mudwing was also using his fire until then because he noticed Ashe started banging on the bars.
Finally, one of the bars broke and Splash the seawaying slithered out. Then, she banged on another bar so Hurricane and Marsh could get out. Next, Camouflage the sand the sand blew out, and finally, and flew out the cave they were in. Guards were surrounding "THUD" and Queen Flake of the ice wings appeared with several guards with her.
Chapter two

The Open World

"After we get out Queen flake appears that's just great," said Camouflage. "Pssst! You're supposed to be bowing and being quiet right now!" said Marsh. "Oh ya, thanks!" said Camouflage. So they all stayed quiet while Ashe and Queen Flake talked.
Then, after what seemed to be five hours, Ashe said, “All right, we’ve made up our minds. We’re going to let you leave, but you have to either go to the Seawing Kingdoms..."
Sky kingdom, Mud Kingdom, Rainforest Kingdom, Ice Kingdom, or Kingdom of Sand?

"WHAT!" They said together. "Hattatta," said Queen Flake. They started to talk and then said, "We are going to the rainforest Kingdom."

"OK," said Ashe. "Leave!" She said again. And they flew away. But they realised they didn't know where they were.
Chapter three

Free Life

So they just landed and slept there for the night. Ashe went flying back to the Ice Kingdom with Queen Flake. When Ashe had said farewell to Queen Flake she left the castle.
They went to the Rain Forest and another adventure began...!